
WORK AND BREAST CANCER 
IN COMPANIES AND ORGANIZATIONS
How to equip the knowledges of experience of working with cancer?
An experimental tool named 9 ¾.

Retention policies and practices based on distinct models of work representation

Working after or with cancer,  what does the
literature say?
Linking work and health, work and cancer, represents a challenge that encourages creativity in 
the search for new solutions, based on the ability to rethink individual and collective constraints.

Models of performance exist, contrary to a certain number of current precepts of "good 
organization" and its processes.

Health is not the absence of disease, and disease is not just a set of losses, but can open up new 
potentialities. Thus, the "deprivatization" of health issues in companies is necessary in order to 
enter into a more collective perspective that can lead to the emergence of a new organization 
articulating losses and new potentialities.

Work remains for a large part an enigma for the workers who perform it, especially when they are 
efficient and the result achieved seems obvious, thereby erasing the activity, the intelligence and 
the affect involved in obtaining this result.
Working with illness" always confronts a set of internal oppositions and contradictory aspirations. 
This constitutes a sum of dilemmas to be resolved. 

Work can be a builder of health provided that the employee can have control over the 
activities he or she performs in his or her work, in order to be able to confront and resolve 
the problems; particularly in situations where the uncertainty and variability of productive 
capacity in connection with the illness or disability require the deployment of livable 
strategies to reconcile work, performance and health construction.

The analysis of their activity by the workers concerned is used for organizational work in 
which they become the direct protagonists. By relying on their capacity for initiative to 
"do a healthy job", they take responsibility for the organization of work, participate in the 
redistribution of responsibilities and develop their own power to act.

Digital technology offers means of expression for everyone and supports the challenge of 
allowing everyone to act consciously rather than executing prescriptions thought up by 
others; digital technology offers the possibility of developing innovations around individual 
empowerment, increasing the capacity of each person to act, to choose, to create...
a thousand miles away from the temptation to expect a solution from an AI that has been 
fed with good data.

HISTORICAL REFERENCE MODEL
FOR SUPPORTING JOB RETENTION

     WHAT?
Job retention
Health = condition
Obvious and compelling illnesses = sick leave
Ambiguous and ambulatory illnesses, chronic 
disease = case not foreseen outside the status 
of the handicap

      WHO?
Individual attached to a status: long term 
illness recognition, recognition of the status 
of disabled worker,…
Legitimate actors: experts of the multi-
disciplinary cell

      WHEN?
Punctual care

      WHERE?
At the workstation

      HOW?
Risk approach: protect against
pathogenic work Adaptation of the 
workstation according to the restriction 
of aptitude, the handicap
Financing / statutorily eligible person

MODEL BASED ON
PSYCHOSOCIAL

SUPPORT AND COACHING

     WHAT?
Illness

How I talk about it - what words to say?

     WHO?
The "employee - patient".

Legitimate actors: manager aware of the 
pathology, peers, etc.

     WHEN?
Before (preparation) or during the return

to work

    WHERE?
At the workplace and in the relationship area

    HOW?
Social, human and psychological support

Working conditions : job adjustment, part-time 
therapy, etc.

Other initiatives : day donations, consulting tools, 
peer helpers, support services offered by associa-

tions and their commercial subsidiaries, etc.

A NEW MODEL TO BE INVESTIGATED ?
The springs of activity and concerted initiative to broaden

the pathways for job retention

  WHAT?
Development through activity
Health = process
How do we manage? How do we organize the activity?

  WHO?
The protagonists of the concrete work space, the work’ collective
Legitimate actors: employee, manager, colleagues, with the support of HR
expertise, OHS, etc.

  WHEN?
The deadline does not precede the commitment to the dispositive, it is 
renegotiated throughout the process

  WHERE?
In the activity, on the work organization

  HOW?
Reflexive tool for investigating one's own work (such as 9 ¾)
Reconfiguration of the organization of work according to the resources
available to the employee and the expectations and resources of the activity
Conditions for carrying out the work: planning of the team's activity, reflection 
on cooperation, etc.
Creation of specific organizational tools: for managing polyvalence, chosen 
time, schedules in confidence, ...

REFLECT AND ACT ON THE WORK
SITUATION WITH OR AFTER ILLNESS

Both models are intended to deal with individual cases, on a case-by-case basis; 
work as activity and key resource in the job retention process is absent
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The promise of the tool 9 ¾ at a glance,
the springs of the knowledge of experience of working with cancer

MODELS DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING 
OF PROTOTYPE USES

DEVELOPMENT OF A 
TOOLED APPROACH

The 9 ¾ tool has been prototyped and get into use in a real-world environment, with direct input 
from employees who have (had) cancer. The project was conducted into three iterations, each of 

them itself within the following steps: exploration, co-creation, experimentation, evaluation.

Open innovation project approach and timeline

Prototyping of the tool architecture

First Prototype 
online

Test in a real environment to build a support 
approach to work in health

Back to the models:
1st feedbacks from funders and members 

of the scientific committee

Evaluation of the effects and results of the 
prototype’s uses: What support from the tool

to reconfigure the activity?

It allowed me to be in action, 
to turn frustration into action.

It gives us a strength we wouldn't have 
had, to know that we can talk to the 
manager about it, to feel less alone.

We tend to compare
ourselves. Reading the stories allows 
me to see where I stand. In my case, 

what could I do? It's like a toolbox.
It reinforced what I wanted to do.

The tool is important to show that 
things are not going well, but you 
need human support behind it.

Open navigation around the different 
bricks and functionalities of the proptotype:

narratives, exploration of the work activity, 
dashboards

Exploratory interviews with employees working 
with or after a breast cancer and concerned 

about the link between work and health

Graphic design and models of the digital tool

Development of a 2nd version
of the prototype

Real-life testing in three companies with 
the employees involved & stakeholders

Mirror group

User group Convergence 
workshop
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